Good day all. Nothing in this world lasts or endures. This is the nature of the dream in which we live, in which everything around us makes up this dream ~ and we are the characters of that dream. Our real state is that in unison with God ~ which is, and which was, and which will always be. Our oneness with God transcends all time and space, and only by a trick of magic has God allowed His spirit to experience a dream where multiple characters exist in the illusion of time and space. We walk through the dream as apparitions or ghosts, like clouds that seem real ~ but are here one day and gone the next. We witness the scenes of the dream as figments of imagination, which come and go and never stay the same. For how can a dream remain the same ~ when its nature is transitory, and hallucinatory, and without a stable foundation? We reach out to hold onto our figments of imagination, which is nothing more than trying to hold onto a cloud. We worship our individual characters and despise others, which is nothing more than worshipping and despising ghosts. We fret over characters that come and go, over scenes of the dream that come and go, that we imagine in our minds to be real. We try to attain something in the dream we inhabit, to give meaning to a dream that we experience as meaningless. We build up the reputation of our individual character, to keep the character alive in the dream. But God has a Plan, which is the Way, to transcend the dream and become an Awakener ~ to awaken from the dream and to awaken others, until every character is awakened from the dream. For a character can only awaken from the dream, when it becomes an Awakener and is reborn in the Spirit of Christ. The Spirit of Christ is the Spirit of Oneness, where we accept every character is the Spirit of God. The Spirit of Christ is the Spirit of Selflessness, where we understand the self of each character is merely an illusion. The Spirit of Christ is the Spirit of Love, where we love every character as the Spirit of God, holding the ‘immaculate conception’ of their true Self. Begin again, o child of God, and awaken to your origin as the Spirit of God. Let us open our eyes and see beyond the illusion ~ behind every scene and every character that disappears one by one before our eyes. Give no life to a dream and the figments of our imagination, and to the apparitions in the dream that appear as ghosts. Awaken to the truth of your holy Spirit ~ and receive the Holy Spirit as the Holy Ghost. Amen. And may you all be blessed in our Father’s love and grace.